
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES - By Steve Griffiths

EL BUilDERS'
Part 41 -
Methods for' joining and
retaining wings
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movement, but if a second joiner is made from flat steel strip laid hori
zontally, it will almost eliminate any fore-and-aft movement, Hardwood
or edge-on ply inserts can be used to provide the necessary crush
resistance" (Fig. 15.g2. Bl, and should extend outb08rd for a few
inches; if they ere too short they may just be torn loose under shock.
allowing the wing to crumple. Less effective but better than nothing
are a block behind the leading edge, and a short length of hardwood

I Ply let in at ~.\ ;Chamfer to matCh. TE :/ trailing edge . \ !"..-r~ (min. 1/8" thick \ ~!
-~,,/ A if possible) \f'~~-l
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ers, the second often with thinner rods, and so require another, nor
mally shorter, spar to be built in. On those without a second joiner,
some additional mechanism is needed to prevent the wings rotating
independently on the joiner rod, and these devices (incidence pegs)
can be much shorter and thinner [12-14 swg steel wire being typical).
perhaps just housed in hardwood blocks that are let into the foam and
fixed to a hard rib at the root (Fig. 15.21, Cl, although they will be
more durable if longer metal tubes are glued into the hardwood blocks
into which the free ends fit. Wing joiners are usually left loose, while
incidence pegs tend to be glued in place in one panel. It is usual to fit
the hard root rib, almost always made from birch ply, on each panel to
help to protect the wings from crushing against each other: glass-fibre
board can be used to good effect but is less easy to cover with iron-on
film.

Some additional reinforcement at the root leading and trailing edges
is also advisable. to absorb the considerable compressive forces that
can arise from the panels swinging forwards or backwards under
shock (Fig. 15.22. Al. Most joiners will limit but not prevent this
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Multi-piece wings
Wings that can be separated into several pieces [often called 'plug-in'
wings for reasons that will become apparent) are made sometimes for
ease of transportation and storage, or not least for ease of manufac
ture. It is rare to find a hot-wire bow of more than a metre or so in
length, or balsa over 48", and these factors often dictate the size of
individual panels [though some may be glued together to make larger
pieces). I think it true to say that it is rare to see a wing of more than
two pieces on power models [except after a crash). but three- and
four-piece wings are common on sailplanes. with five- and six-piece
wings sometimes seen. On sailplanes particularly, multi-piece wings are
sometimes employed to enable the fitting of alternative outer panels
and tips, usually to cater for different weather conditions.

The simplest form of multi-piece wing consists of two panels with a
joining mechanism at the centre line, and attached to the aircraft in
the same way as a one-pieca wing might be, i.e. with dowels and
bolts, or elastic bands. and in the latter case with some arrangement
to keep both panels together. The housings for the joiners are invari
ably fixed to spars extene)ing at least part-way along the wing to distrib
ute flight loads: without these spars the housings might easily be
wI'snched out. Typical vving joiners consist of heavy-gauge steel wire or
rod housed in metal tubes, usually boxed in, with the boxes bonded to
or contained within the spars (Fig. 15.21, Al. Alternative joiners can
be carbon rod, carbon tube [sometimes with steel rod inside] or
square or rectangular bars made from carbon tows and epoxy laid-up
in a mould specificallv for the job in hand. For extremely high stress
joints [e.g. on a competition glider launched by tow-line]. purpose-made
steel or aluminium alloy joiner rods are sometimes used. Another com
mon joiner consists of flat steel strip [available in several sizes) in
matching rectangular brass housings (Fig. 15.21, Bl; across its
width this has a much greater resistance to bending than a simple
rod, and is fitted vertically within the wing. Some wings have two join-
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Figure 15.24 Basic Wing Joiners
Front view section through wing
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'~raiiing edge (Fig. 15.22, Cl. These reinforcements should be fitted
at every dismouncable joint, but can become less robust on the lead
ing edge further from the centre line. The trailing edge reinforcements
are more likely to come into play when a wing-tip touches the ground,
perhaps catching on a tussock and fDrcing the outer wing panel back
wards, and so should be kept reasonably solid.

If ailerons are fitted it is unlikely that a single centrally mounted serVD
will be used. One servo cannot easily be mounted on the centre line,
as it would then have to span the joint between the panels, so at best
it could be fitted just off-centre, permanently installed within one panel.
Then, however, every time the wing were assembled. the linkage to
the aileron in the other panel would have to be connected, and discon
nected again when taken apart. While this is possible. it is inconven
ient and time-consuming, and if repeated often could produce undue
wear leading to slop in the linkage, Besides this. if the panels should
become misaligned in flight, as may occur fDllowing a mid-air contact
with another model. the resulting movement of the aileron horn rela
tive to the servo could cause that aileron to become deflected, making
the model roll. For this reason alone it is not good practice to drive
ailerons in one panel from servos mounted in a different panel or in
the fuselage, and the same cDnsiderations apply to any other control
surfaces fitted [e.g. flaps, airbrakes, spoilers).

Multi-panel wings therefore have servos mounted some distance out
board, though very occasionally they may be found mounted at the
rOOt of each panel driving wrque-,'ods. Servos are Cheap enough to
use one in each panel to drive ailerons, and this gives advantages Dver
having a single central one. Each need be of only half the power
required to drive bDth ailerons from a single servo, so it becomes pos
sible to use smaller ones. The fact that there is no servo projecting
into the fuselage at the centre-line results in less damag~ being
-----·sed if the wing should be dislodged on a heavy landing, when a

,tral servo Dften tears into the wing seat and may itself be dam
aged. Besides these benefits, though given that the R/C system has
the necessary facilities and enough channels, the ailerons can be set
tD work as flaps and spoilers, as the same time maintaining their pri
mary function of roll cDntrDI. Flaps can be of assistance fDr flying in
cDnditiDns of light lift. and spoilers, occasiDnally tD combat adverse
yaw Dn mDdels with long-span wings, but more often - with or without
flaps - for greater precision in landing. Ailerons combining flap and
spoiler functions are known colloquially as 'flapperons'. and require
each servo to be plugged into a separate Dutput Dn the Rx. If these
ext:ra functiDns are unavailable Dr not wanted. then both serVDS con
nect tD a single Rx Dutput through aY-lead. TD accDmmodate each
outboard servo a serVD box must be sut in the wing (Fig. 15.231,
with the pushrod linkage optimallv at about 1/3 of the aileron span
from its root. The box is usualiy cut in the underside behind the spar,
with a duct made through which the cable connecting the serVD to the
Rx can be passed. The duct must exit into the servo box at Dne end
and into the fuselage at the other, and be of adequate size [typically
about 3/8" diameter) to allow oassage of the servo cable and any
connectors joining it to extension leads that will usually be needed. If
the plastic shells are removed from the connectors and each separate
wire connected and covered with hem-shrink tubing to lock and insu
late it [mDre on this later), a duct of smaller diameter will suffice. It is
usual to make the servD boxes after the wing is skinned, but much of
~other work needs to be carried out befDre this stage is reached.

:s SDme or all the wDrk should have been done by the manufactur
er, of course.

Wing joiners
The simplest arrangement Df wing joiner consists of a straight rod
housed in metal tubes fixed within ply and hardwood boxes (Fig .
15.24, Al. The tops and bDttDms of the boxes are best fixed between
the faces (Fig. 15.24, Bl to give a shear joint so they are less likely
to break away. and for best results the boxes should be clamped while
the glue is setting. BDxes can be glued directly to the face of a web, 1

beam or C-beam spar, or fitted between and glued to surface-mounted
spars (Fig. 15.24, C & DI. Short webs fitted to both sides of the
inner ands of surface-mounted spars can form the faces Df the box
(Fig. 15.24, El. with hardwood or ply packing to fill, and obviously a
box spar is ideal for built-in joiner housings.

Where the wing has little or no dihedral, the rod can be straight. but
on a model controlled by rudder and elevator [i.e. without ailerons) the
centre joint will be angled to give dihedral, and this may require the
rod to be bent to match [Fig. "15.25, Al. However, if the rod is shDrt
enDugh, the tubes may be fixed at an appropriate angle to the spar
enabling a straisht joiner rod to be usod (Fig, 15.25, al. If Cl bent
rod is necessary. the incidence pegs should be fixed at an angle so
that the panels will slide together without jamming (Fig. 15.25, Cl.
and if there are two pegs then they and the main joiner should fDrm
as straight a line as pDssible across the aerDfoil section (Fig. 15.25,
0), Alt;ernatively, if the prDjecting ends of the pegs are kept very short
[Fig. 15.25, El. there shDuld be sufficient flexure in the wings to
allow them to register in the holes in the Dther panel.

The tubes must be at least a little longer than the joiner rod, and
plugged at the outboard ends to hold a straight rod centrally and pre-
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Cut-away Wing MountFigure 15.28
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Joining wings through the fuselage
A shoulder- or, less often, a mid-wing mount may be made by cutting
away the upper part of the fuselage and fitting it as a separate fairing.
or one fixed to the wing (Fig. 15.28, Al. In this case, the panels can
be joined on the centre-line and fixed to the fuselage as for a high- or
low-wing configuration, i.e. with bolts, pegs. etc. When cue away like
this the fuselage must have the bulk of its longiwdina! stref1geh con
tained below and excending substantially fore and ait of the wing seae
(Fig. 15.28, Bror it will all too easily break chere; che upper pare can

be largely non-structural except for local reinforcement arouno the
tailplane, fin, and the front and back of the fairing if it is fixed to the
wing. If the cut-away is beneath the fuselage, as for a very low shoul·
der-wing (hip-wing?], then the strength must lie above the wing.

Alternatively in this configuration, the joiner rods for a LWcrpanelwing pass
through the fuselage, where a boxed tube is usually installed (Fig. 15.29.
A) to prevent the joiner from bending between the fuselage sides. allowing
the panels to flap up and down, Each end of the tube and box muse be
securely anchored to adequately strong, possibly reinforced, parts of t:.'1e
fuselage structure, Unfortunately, this arrangement makes it virtually
impossible to have a removable joiner rod if there is any significant dihedral,
as the bends in the rod cannot be forced through the tube,. and is the
source of two small problems. One is that the rods project from the fuse
lage when the model is disassembled and can cause damage to other parts
in transit and storage, unless protected by, for example, having blocks or
foam pressed onto them. The other is rather more important: it is neces
sary to bend and box the rod before installing the assembly permanently in
the fuselage, less easy to do with the tube in place. This can be made ea5~
er, provided the box is substantial, as then no tube need be included, and
the rod can be bent before being boxed. With or without the tube, though,
it is critical that the assembly is positioned preoisely or the wings can be set
at the wrong incidence, skewed, or at different dihedral angles on opposite
sides of the fuselage. To help align the assembly correctly, it can be useful
to fit it using a slowsetting adhesive. fit the panels onto the joiners and inci
dence pegs, and leave them in place until the glue has 3Rt

Sometimes it is possible co dispense altcgether with any internal SUppOiL
for the joiner within the fuselage, when a bene joiner can be inserted
through' the hole in one side and, with luck and some jiggling, OUtthrough

On wings with more than two panels, similar joining cechniques can
be applied at all junctions, and, since aerodynamic loads decrease
towards the tips, can be made less robust as the distance from the
centre-line increases. Thinner rods and shorter spars are typical fur
ther outboard (Fig. 15.27, A), helping to reduce the mass and inertia
of the wings, and incidence pegs are still needed to hold panels
aligned.

Where there is a sharp change of dihedral at a panel joint as may
occur in a polyhedral wing (Fig. 15.27, 61. the joiner rod Will need an
equally sharp bend. This is not easy to produce in heavy-gauge rod,
and regardless of thickness, always produces a radiused bend that
may jam in the ends of the tubes and hold the joint open unless the
ends of the tubes are relieved or inset (Fig. 15.27, Cl . Tube ends
may be opened out fairly easily by grinding out the inside with a conical
file, or by hammering a conical mandrel in until the end of the tube
bells outwards sufficiently. However, there is a means of eliminating
the sharply angled joiner, though it may not be practicable in all cases.
rather than making the panel joint and dihedral JOlnecoincidene. bring
the panel joint inboard, This requires cutting off the end of one panel,
long enough to hOuse an adequate joiner box. and gluing it permanent
ly to the corresponding end of the adjoining panel, thus allowing a
straight joiner rod to be employed (Fig. 15.27, Dl, It is usual· but
not essential - to make the new panel joint inboard of the original,
especially when the outer panel is a short tip section as illustraced. An
added advantage when using this technique is that it becomes easier
to fit alternative outer panels, even those with a different dihedral
angle incorporated.
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vent it and any foreign objects from slipping inside the wing (Fig.
15.26, Al. It is important that the tubes are supported all round
along their full length to prevent the end of the rod from breaking
through or bending them when under load. If possible. the rods. tubes
and boxes should be of increasing length so that the reduction in
strength from the root outwards is made in steps rather than all at
once, and this can be improved further by tapering the outboard end
of the box. Also, the deeper the box is made, the stronger will be the
bond to the spar, but when a box is deeper (or wider] than the tube do
not rely mereiy on filling the empty space with adhesive to hold the
tube in position: it must be packed with strips of hardwood or ply (Fig.
15.26, B). Alternatively, a solid-setting material such as car-body filler
will suffice, when the ends of the tube should be braced with hard
wood strips extending to the top and bottom of the box (Fig. 15.26.
Cl. and the open end should be capped. Remember that most such
fillers are based on polyester resin 50 must not be allowed to come
into contact with polystyrene foam until fully hardened.
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Wing retaining devices
There are tvvo separate requirements for wing retention, the first and mose
obvious being to hold the wings onto the fuselage, while the second is to
hold together the separate parts of a multi-piece wing. Joiner-rods passing
through the fuselage fulfil the first requirement, but in all other cases some
different system is needed to keep the wings on the model. The use 01 elas·
tic bands or bolts and dowels has already been mentioned. and more will
be said about these when we gee on to looking at fuselage construction.
More relevant to the current discussion is ehe requirement to keep a multi
piece wing together, however it is fastened to the fuselage. If the inboard
pieces are fixed to the fuselage by bolts and pegs as with the buiit-up wings
shown in Figure 15.31, the centre joint [which still needs a loiner rod
across it) will naturally be held closed. but in other cases joincs must ;ncor.
porate some mechanism to .prevent them from pulling apart in flighc. Of the
several methods detailed below, all buethe first affect the construction of
the wings, and so must be planned for. III

!
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Mid-wing Fixing

Curved fuselages
re;s important to get a good fit w ehe fuselage at the wing root as any gaps
CJiilcause drag, detracting from ,he efficiency of the model. It is less easy to
ecnieve mis fit with shoulder· and mid-wing mounts if the fuselage sides are
·,ac sU'aight lines, when a flat root rib will not sit in contact along the full
:;:oord: the situation is complicated further when the sides are curved in
32ction as well as in plan. If r.1eplan curvature is not roo great, the wing
"QOL can be shaped w fit and the root rib made by laminating tvvo or more
leyers of minner, more Aexibleply directly onto it (Fig. 15.30, A).
A.i:ernatively, and if the fuselage section is curved, a fit may sometimes be
accomplished by the use of car-body filler applied to the root of the panel
['!vith the rib frtted, Fig. 15.30, Bl,which is then pressed against the fuse
lage [wrapped with e.g. cling-film to prevent adhesion) taking care not to get
any filier once the joiner wires or tubes. When set, the excess that is
3queezed oue can be. removed so that the wing section is preserved, but it
ooes tend to be somewhat fragile at the corners and especially near me
,:railing edge. Perhaps an easier approach is to build'a short stub onto the
"-,selage. laced with a ply or PCS rib, and built-up behind with body filler
[Fig, 15.30. Cl. This approach has the advantage that the filler Dan be
radiused to fair into the fuselage (Fig. 15.30, 0). making the airflow over
;;.'le\ving-fuselage junction better than if sharply angled. If the stubs are
aA",endedslightly, they will also provide purchase for tape used to seal the
,Ofneand hold the panels in place [cove,"ed later): these factors oan make it
'.'Jort.iowilileadding sr..ubseven when the luselage sides are straight.
'-iowever, you should be careful if the model is in a class with a restricted
:;:r,;)span or area, when ehe swbs may cause it to exceed ehe limit. In this
ns-,ance c;imming off ehe rams should compensate, but is best dealt with
:;8'0'= cha roOt ribs, v,;ng joiners and other hard fittings are installed.
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::'8 mher (Fig. 15.29, SI. It is important that when the wings are in place,
:h8 joiner is closely in contact \I\,;tT, the wp and bottom edges at the holes.
or the full flight load will be taken up by the incidence pegs, which are not
::;enerally substantial enough to sustain this. Another method is to stagger
':.'18 joiners in me panels. and install cwo wbes in the fuselage (Fig. 15.29,
Cl. each preferably boxed. A joiner rod men needs only a single bend, or
Jerhaps none if the wbes are angled wallow a straight joiner to be used
(Fig. 15.29, Dl. When inserted into the fuselage it need not pass mrough
:he other side, though it could be eAcendedto go a short way into a boxed
:ube in the opposite wing without needing another bend if this were felt nec
essary. The joiners can be staggered horizontally (e.g. on opposite faces of
;;he spar, Fig. 15.29, E) or vertically (e.g. within a deep box spar), whichev
er is most conveniently accomplished and of sound construction.

To prevent the fuselage from being crushed should the wings swing fore
and aft, it is essential tCJinstall sturdy beams across the fuselage where the
leading and trailing edges bear on it, matching the hard-points in the leading
and trailing edges of the wing roots. If the fuselage has balsa sides. for best
procection the beams should be taken through them and finished flush with
the outer surface. Something like 3/8"·1/2" square hardwood is suitable
;Q~o;nall to medium sized models. with heavier stuff needed for bigger
:J,
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